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With external application of diverse and complex, the company's security 
information and events are scattered, no comprehensive unified collection, data 
content messy, all kinds of security log information and event lacks the necessary 
correlation analysis. The defects let the staff of security department difficult to mining 
the valid information, data security problems difficult found from the data, it is 
difficult to control overall security trends, lack of security event monitoring. Led to 
the security department is difficult to continue to track and timely handling of security 
incidents, security incidents failed to timely feedback, can not be a good control of 
data security issues. 
How to quickly and efficiently refine information from massive data, to provide 
support for decision-making manual, to provide effective and efficient aid for the 
daily IT risk management, verify that the appropriate place to use an effective security 
policy, and make sure the safety of the current control completely and effectively 
follow the security policies, understand and control risks, identify threats and 
violations, provide a reference basis for remedial measures, follow regulatory system 
log and event data archiving, protection requirements, meet the security management, 
auditing, need to be reported. Data security information effectively solve the above 
problem requires a unified platform to collect each system, unified collection, 
extraction to various complex data according to the unified data standardization 
processing rules for effective conversion of log data, the normalized data is loaded 
into a unified data warehouse. Effectively solve these problems we need a unified 
platform to collect safety data information for each system, unified collecting and 
extractiing the diverse and complex data, according to the unifion and normalization 
data processing rules to convert the log data effectively, and then load the 
normalization data to a unified data warehouse. 
Through the data collector to collect log information for each terminal security 
















status of each client security management, found the security clients's defects and 
deficiencies. Throughout the whole bank network to implement the unified security 
access policies, based on the user, terminal device type, device access time, location 
of the equipment and the access way of the equipment, etc. With the multiple 
dimensions of authentication and authorization to meet the needs of multiple-level, 
extensive terminal access authentication methods'. While the access users get on the 
life process management, in order to improve the visitors' efficiency of operations. By 
the unified access the security policy management to controlling and approving the 
security level of the terminal, prevent the unsafe terminal and the not satisfied unified 
orientation’s policy of the terminal which is access the netword, to improve the safety 
of the security client. 
Refining information from the massive data, and to provide the effective support 
for the follow up of the corporate decision. Through data analysis, understanding and 
control risks, finding the threats and violations, provide the references of the 
development of remedial measures. According to the daily work of IT security 
management and the requirements of the rules of the head office and the branches, 
provide a more comprehensive, easy use, the effective information retrivel and the 
report functions, make the safety monitoring component to become the IT security 
managers to improve the work efficiency and accuracy of routine tools. 
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